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Dear Doctor Sabin,

~any thanks for the polio serum samples wich arraived at
me safely. I am very ,glsQ to have this valuable material. We
have already prepared a nlli~berof immunsera in rabbits and
used to type some strains isolated by us recently. Now, we will
be able to check our results.

I am glad to hear that there are not any troubles in the
transportation of the Actar,licrobiologica. I hope, the further
issues of this periodical might also be of interest to you.

There is a probleme, I would like to consult with you. As
you know, we are propagating pseudorabies virus in tissue cul-
tures and measuring the potency of virus material by its destruc-
ting effect on growing cell. under in vitro conditions. Many
houndreds of tissue culture infected with pseudorabies virus- _. ---_ •..-

were also examined for the presence nuclear inclusion bodies.
At our greatest dissapointment, we never were able to see the
presence of this nuclear change, although the virus materials
used were hig~~y pathogenic for cells. Our attempt also failed,
if the very same method either of Traub or of Your was used.

Most of,our experiments has been made with a certain strain
/No y~/ isolated from a pig a couple of years ago at Budapest.
We thought that this particular strain has an exceptional cha-
racter not to be able to produce inclusion body, therefore we
tested some more strains isolated recently. These strains also
failed to cause characteristic nuclear changes.

I consulted Dr. Hirt, a veterinarist who is a pupil of late
Prof. Aujeszky. I was told by him that he is not able to find

-,----- .~-----inclusion bodies in histological sections of pathological samples
of typical pseudorabies cases, although he is doing this exa-
mination routinly. As I leanrd, the strain which designated by
the American authors as "Hung",rian strain" is not available
anymore here. I thing, this particular strain was used almost
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exclusively by AgIo-Saxon authors in their investigations. If I
remember well, this strain was also studied in your classical
experiments on mechani.amu.aof imm.unity to filtrable viruses.

In concluding of our expiriences I can state the followin[.s:
1/ No inclusion bodies are caused by pseudorabies strains

isolated recently from various sources in Hungary.
2/ The original strains of Prof. Aujeszky which ara caPable

in eliciting inclusion bodies are not available anymore
in Hungary.

3/ Our strains studied in tissue culture are destructing
chicken, mouse, guinea pig etc. cells but oare not capable
of eliciting the formation of indUsion bodies in tissue
culture even under identifical condition used with succes~
by authentical investigatiors in the past.

I would like to ask: Do you thing that our failure is due to
the changed behaviour of pseudorabies virus existing in the nature
presently? _1~-.~"!.lf3or;iginal "Hungarian strain" available some where

. _.'- ..,.-." •..-.-,- ._.- ..-...~.~-~•...-..'~._ .•.•.•...•_--~~,-----_.~----"".
in an European laboratory? I am afraid that the retransportation
of this strafii""fromUSA" into Hungary is handicapped by some cuatmme
formalities.

,Thaking again your kindnes, Wilh all good wishes and best
regards.

.Sincerely your

A: ;1-1/---~/
G.Ivanovics.


